It would appear that the purpose of the fee increases is to discourage the filing of patent applications and thus eventually diminish the huge backlog of pending applications. However, it will only discourage individuals and small businesses. Large companies will readily adjust and continue to fatten their patent portfolios.

Since many of the most innovative companies in the US started out as a couple of guys in a garage, these fee increases will discourage innovation and hamper the progress of the garage tech startups. It is particularly sad to see these huge fee increases implemented before the micro entity status is established.

I would suggest that you leave the small entity fees where they are and only raise the large entity fees. If congress lets you keep the money, you can hire more examiners.

But this isn’t about hiring more examiners, is it? You could do that with the money you collect right now if congress let you keep it. This seems more like making patent ownership an exclusive club for the rich.

The largest corporation in the world was started by two guys in a garage. They patented seminal computer technology and continue to lead the world in computer technology. If they faced a $920 filing fee for each patent application where would they be now? Remember they sold a Volkswagen Bus to raise capital.

When I first read the AIA, I opined (as many of my colleagues did) that this is going to hurt small business and independent inventors. Surely this proposed fee increase is another large nail in their coffin.
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